Quantifying crystalline form composition in binary powder mixtures using near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy.
The objectives of this study were to assess the utility of near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) in differentiating crystalline forms of pharmaceutical materials and determine the accuracy of this technique in quantifying crystalline forms of solids in binary mixtures. Various crystalline forms of sulfamethoxazole, sulfathiazole, lactose, and ampicillin, independently characterized with other methods, were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively. The observed differences in near-infrared (NIR) spectra of crystalline form pairs were interpretable on the basis of the features of their crystalline and molecular structures and mid-infrared spectra. NIR spectra of binary physical mixtures of crystalline form pairs were obtained directly through glass vials over the wavelength range of 1100-2500 nm. The calibration lines were constructed using an inverted least-squares regression method. The ratio of the response of the second derivative of the reflectance spectra at two wavelengths was plotted versus crystal form composition. The correlation coefficients for plots of predicted versus theoretical composition were generally greater than 0.99 and standard errors were all low. Parallel studies comparing the NIRS method to a quantitative x-ray powder diffraction method using sulfamethoxazole and sulfathiazole confirmed the accuracy of the results. Additional NIRS studies were conducted in the 0-10% composition range with ampicillin and sulfamethoxazole. These results indicated that prediction down to the 1% level was possible. This study demonstrates that NIRS can be used as a quantitative physical characterization method, is comparable in accuracy to other techniques, and is capable of detecting low levels of one crystal form in the presence of another.